Human Rights Council
Co-Sponsors:

Topic: “The Situation in Syria”

The General Assembly Human Rights Council,

Having examined the situation in Syria, alarmed with the duration of this war and deeply deploiring the unacceptable number of civilian casualties, having studied the recent actions of the Assad regime and ISIS forces, aware of previous actions that have not been successful, taking into account the vast amount of affected refugees fleeing Syria and aware of the risk of extracting refugees, extremely concerned over the escalation of violence,

1. Encourages financially stable and socially accepting countries to come forth and accept refugees, provide humanitarian aid, and help fund NGOs such as Medicine Sans Frontier, Red Cross, and the World Health Organization;

2. Calls upon the Security Council to condemn the acts of violence, and approve a peacekeeping mission to restore order and protect and evacuate the refugees;

3. Recommends that the UN provide transportation to assist fleeing refugees by increasing the number of UN vehicles in the area;

4. Further recommends limiting or cutting off the trade of small arms to Syria for the sake of safety of the Syrian civilians;

5. Draws attention to the necessity of education for refugees of all ages and genders;

6. Emphasizes the growing amount of Syrian refugees and reminds that we must create larger and better refugee camps and provide for basic human needs including but not limited to, vaccines, water, and food;
7. Encourages military action to be implemented on ISIS and other terrorist groups, and expresses its hope that the eradication of terrorist groups in the area will increase the stability of the country and make it safer for humanitarian efforts:

8. Strongly condemns the continued use of chemical weapons and violence against people based on religion in Syria, and further condemns the damage of cultural buildings;

9. Exercising its hope that through these actions peace will be restored;

10. Calls upon a period of peacetime after so refugees may return home if they wish and so they can rebuild and vote for a new government.